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The prevailing Beauty of Biodiversity in
Terraced Landscapes
Lidia ROMERO, Maria A. SALAS
This ITLA Art Journal about Women and Terraces presents two different contributions

that harmonize diverse concepts of beauty (aesthetic values) and goods (economic values)
emerging from personal experiences with terraced landscapes.

¨Solace in a Time of Covid¨ (with a nod to Gabriel Garcia Marquez) from Bethe Hagens
takes us to Maine, USA. Her home garden on a hill is the location where she, for more

than six years, patiently removed trash, created soil and planned her dream garden with
terraces made of stones and a great variety of edible plants and flowers growing freely. Her

vision is of a long lasting territory where plants, insects, animals and humans share life in
community.

¨History of a Hillside¨ from Louisa Jones transports us to a terraced hillside in southeastern France. She and her husband bought in 1975 two properties of seven hectares. One

part was severely damaged by agrochemicals, the other was abandoned for five decades.
Enriching diversity in hill ecosystems, creating visual rhythms with stone walling, Louise
and Bernard are passing down a local heritage, a place of enjoyment and inspiring well
being.

We showcase these two contributions and sequences of photos which convey the meaning

of regenerating nature attached to the hills of Maine, USA and to the slopes of Ardèche,
France. They present in their own words two distinctive personal experiences in specific
mountain landscapes rooted in different times and spaces.

However, following commonalities can be highlighted in both cases: Many years trusting

local knowledge, dedicated to internal and external transformative processes. Patiently
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crafting stones, shrubs, flowers, trees, edible perennial plants, relying on sunlight and
recuperating the health of earth.

Many years devoted to generating visual rhythms up and down the slopes creating
extraordinary, singular beauty inextricably linked to enrich and protect biodiversity.

Bethe and Louise believe in the wellbeing of the terraced territories expressed in their
visions of future. These transcend the individual sphere and include nurturing diverse
forms of thinking and feeling, widening the sense of community including all forms of
life: plants, insects, animals and the coming generations of humans.

Moreover, these experiences of landscape transformations confirm that the essence

of shaping hills is an intimate relationship of recreating diversity in a fine-tuning
communication between humans and nature: an on-going dialogue recognizing the

visible and hidden qualities of land, its dynamic forms and the natural rhythms to produce
a great variety of goods having in mind the wellbeing of the community in a diversity of
modalities.

Maruja Salas, Lidia Romero

Top left.
Rousselonge upright stones wall (photo by Louisa Jones).
Bottom left. Rousselonge turn in the path with bench made from old shutters (photo by Louisa Jones).
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History of a Hillside

DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.7298238

Louisa JONES
Address available from the editorial office.

Southern flank of the central massif area.
I come from Atlantic Canada, where my family were naturalists and caregivers but not
gardeners. The freedoms and job opportunities of the nineteen-sixties took me first to

Seattle, then Avignon, where I joined forces with a young Frenchman. We were both
literature professors by then. In 1975, we bought a terraced hillside in south-eastern
France, about seven hectares. Half of it had been sterilized with chemicals, the other half
abandoned for fifty years.

We began to clear away brambles and encroaching pine woods and my partner, Bernard
Dupont, learned drystone building from the many locals who practice this art. Decades

later, he figured he had rebuilt about four kilometers of wall! (but he might have been

exaggerating…) We were very lucky: our land has south-east exposure, several springs,
high sandstone walls with deep soil. Someone—in the twenties?--created a sort of ring

road gently sloping about half way down the hill and back up, probably to make access
easier for a tractor?

Today this means you can walk through the wooded, shady western part, out through the

several terraces of olive trees, and back up through terraces of fruit trees and vegetable

gardens without having to change levels by climbing on little steps built into the rock.
These exist also, in some cases quite broad and comfortable.
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Property lines on this hillside are marked by deep drainage ditches. Bernard built little

bridges over the ditch separating our two halves, for the passage of his own little tractor,
while keeping open the drainage capacity. This has created a lovely visual rhythm seen
from below. The bottom half of the property has reverted to woodlands: a large grouping
of oaks (green and pubescent) and pines (maritime and black) but we keep paths open to
the stream below.

Once the whole hillside was cultivated, mostly with chestnut trees. Bernard found in this

lower section many upright stones which he brought up and placed at strategic junctions

to mark passages. In one case, he managed to combine two narrow terraces to create
a large one, backed by a crescent shaped wall marked with upright stones—his main

attempt at land art. I began to garden mostly in and around the former potagers, and
on terraces too small or narrow for the tractor. We planted many trees and shrubs in the

1980s: olive rootsprouts from what was already here but also rarer species like the evodia,
beloved by bees. Ceanothus does particulary well here. Most of our plantings have had
wildlife in mind. Enriching the existing ecosystems was not an explicit aim at the start
but turns out to be what we did.

Bernard died in 2014, and I converted the second house into a residence for people
working on creative projects having to do with nature, ecology, gardens etc. I found

people locally who were willing to help me maintain this hillside with a view to enriching

and protecting its biodiversity. The main job now, apart from mowing (many sections only
once or twice a year) is removing unwanted seedlings of Viburnum tinus, Celtis, oaks, and
koelreuteria (which I introduced).

Since 2019, I have entered a partnership with the local Nature Conservancy who will

inherit it when I pass on. The aim has never been to impress but simply to create a place
of shared wellbeing. The Conservancy is particularly interested because there are so many
different ecosystems here, from top (pinewoods evolving to oak, maple and acacia) to

bottom (the ravine). Mediterranean and mountain climates meet here, wild thyme and
heather, olives and birch. And many wild orchids, more every year…
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Figure 1. Plan of Mas de Rousselonge.
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Figure 2. Rousselonge general view (photo by: Louisa Jones).
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Figure 3.
Figure 4.
Figure 5.
Figure 6.

Rousselonge upright stones and cypress (photo by Louisa Jones).
Rousselonge upright stones (photo by Louisa Jones).
Rousselonge calade made by ELIPS 2017-18 (photo by Louisa Jones).
Rousselonge bridge and irrigation ditch (photo by Louisa Jones).
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Figure 7. Rousselonge hanging rosemary and cat (photo by Louisa Jones).
Figure 8. Rousselonge path through oak wood (photo by Louisa Jones).
Figure 9. Rousselonge wall rebuilding ELIPS (photo by Louisa Jones).
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Figure 10. Roussselonge zigzag steps (photo by: Louisa Jones).
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My own main activity has been writing books about French gardens, particularly in the

Mediterranean, and the most recent one has just been published: Le Jardin ensauvagé,
(Actes Sud). I hope there will be an English language edition before too long.
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Solace in a Time of Covid (with a nod to
Gabriel Garcia Marquez)
DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.7298337

Bethe HAGENS
Bethe Hagens, Ph.D., Faculty, School of Public Policy and Administration,
Walden University; bethehagens@gmail.com

I grew up in a mountain subdivision, typical of 1950s Hollywood suburbs. I imagined
terraces not as planting, drainage, or water conservation strategies, but as elegant patios
where the rich and famous drank wine and secretly kissed. Heather Peters’ thoughts
on terraced horticulture in emails we exchanged just days before her death provoked an
earthquake in my understanding.

The forty feet down hill from the back of our home, which sits at the top of a granite ledge
in Maine, is home to what I call our terraced “granite garden.” It’s oriented just about

southwest and is 1/3 acre in size. About 95% of our crops are edible perennials. Much of
this space had once been field and forest with seasonal wetlands but was ultimately the
victim of both “toss ‘er out the back door” syndrome and a broken culvert that devastated

the oak and maple trees. After six years removing glass, trash, and polluted soil, we
brought in very high-quality planting soil and scavenged granite boulders to add to those
we uncovered. Bennett Steele managed the design and construction of the “bed and path

layout” of my dreams and taught me to move and place huge boulders, plant the garden as
I imagined it, and to trust the process.

I made the choice of an all-edible-perennials garden once I learned that hostas are a
Japanese delicacy . . . . . that bee balm flowers are perhaps as irresistible to pollinators as

they are to me. I started collecting what I thought of as “granny’s books” on flower hors
d’oeuvres and desserts. The great grandmother of a Native American friend here in Maine

once told me that with every new moon comes a new perennial plant to survive on. I
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asked her what they were, but she wouldn’t tell me. “Figure it out yourself.” The essence

of our garden is that plants grow everywhere—in between the stair steps, in the wetlands,
in “designated planting beds,” and even in “gravel-and-compost paths.” These spaces are
now almost indistinguishable from each other. This blurring is for me the essence of our
garden: effective and conservative water management, allowing plants to mingle at least
somewhat at will.

When I celebrate the daisies, cabbages, and strawberries that are thriving in paths, I
celebrate Wangaari Maathai, Kenyan activist and Nobel Laureate, who believed every

inch of soil should be “clothed” with plants! Smooth granite boulders that edge the
more formal and aesthetically arranged beds allow me to weed sitting comfortably. The

stones absorb sunlight, provide minor filtering and slow-release watering, assure stability

for large deep-rooted plants, and blur aesthetic distinctions between path and bed. My

planting choices (in a perfect world!) keep water flowing gently down through the terraces
and culminate in a wide, two-foot-high swale at the garden’s lower edge.

Beyond is almost an acre of wetlands with scattered “islands” of wild elderberry, pussy

willow, blackberry, raspberry, swamp rose, and cattails. Grapes grow on wires from the
swale to several of these islands. The surrounding forests have almost doubled in size since

I began planting in 2014. It is ironic that as science debates minimizing solar radiation,
we plant to maximize pockets and even little spatterings of sunlight not only throughout
a day but by season. Loss of territory is changing human/animal communication, and our

taste buds are co-evolving across species! Mammals here are rapidly learning to love food
we love. How do we develop shared communal terracing?
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Figure 1. A cascade of delicious monarda, spikenard, garlic, asparagus, daisies, grapes, beautyberry, and
cattails (photo by Bethe Hagens).
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Figure 2. Blueberry bushes edge the “dry bottom” and grapes flourish on wires over wetlands (photo by
Bethe Hagens).
Figure 3. Please eat the daisies, ostrich ferns, wild strawberries, purslane, hawthorn berries, and sedum
(photo by Bethe Hagens)!
Figure 4. The citrusy aroma, tasty leaves and pink petals of monarda welcome beneficial insects and
humans (photo by Bethe Hagens).
Figure 5. God bless the bees, birds, and bugs (photo by Bethe Hagens)!
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Figure 6. Scavenged granite stones and boulders function as stairs, seats, walls, and plant beds (photo by
Bethe Hagens).
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